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1 IntrodutionAs web traÆ inreases, the added ongestion makes aessing pages more diÆult. Cahingof web data is quikly beoming key in reduing this ongestion, partiularly for more popularpages. In this paper, we onsider the natural theoretial problems of assigning pages to ahes anddetermining the optimal ahe loations on the web.Our ahing paradigm assumes that every web domain (like \yahoo" or \nn") is statiallyahed in ertain ahes, and user requests are routed to the appropriate ahe. Stati ahingof domains has been shown to work in pratie [20, 5℄. We also assume that aurate dataon user preferenes is available to our algorithm, and remains relatively stati over time. Wean merge all the users in a single region of the network for these purposes, and experimentalobservations [2, 21, 20, 6℄ tend to support our assumptions.Our assignments will attempt to aomplish four things: we want to minimize the internetdistane from users to the pages they wish to view, we want to keep the traÆ on any givenahe below a ertain threshold, we want to keep the total number of ahes opened from growingtoo large, and we should not exeed the bounded memory of any ahe. With these goals, weonsider three di�erent problems related to web ahing. These problems are motivated by di�erentoptimization requirements for the ahes. Typially, suh optimization would be used by InternetServie Providers who plae these ahes in their networks, or by independent entities who managethe storage requirements for the ontent providers of the web pages.The problems we present below are generalizations of the lassial faility loation [18℄ andk-median [10, 4℄ problems, whih are NP-hard. We therefore are interested in solving them ap-proximately. The approximation tehnique we use is rounding of linear programs. The roundingshemes ombine ideas from randomized rounding [14, 15, 19, 13℄ and path �ltering [10, 18℄ withmany new tehniques.First, we look at the Page-Plaement problem. We assume that ahes already exist; ourgoal is to alloate a set of web pages to these ahes in order to optimize the average user's quality-of-servie. If we were to assume that every ahe ontains a opy of every page, this would beomea minimum ost ow problem. However, we will assume that ahe memory is relatively small,reating an upper bound on the number of pages allowed in a ahe. We would like to alloatepages without exeeding the ahe memory, in suh a way that average distane from a user to aahe ontaining the page the user wishes to view is small. Our algorithm, based on linear programrounding, �nds an alloation whih annot exeed the ahe memory by more than an O(logC)fator, while making sure that no more than O(logC) times a threshold number of users aessany given ahe. In these ratios, C is the number of ahes. We make sure that the average user'snetwork distane from his assigned ahe is within a fator of 5 of the optimum. If we are allowed toassume that every page is ahed only one, we an improve these bounds to exeed ahe memoryand the user threshold by only a fator of 4 while obtaining optimum average distane-to-ahe.Seond, we onsider the problem of Cahe-Plaement. We suppose that we are allowed toopen our own ahes at a variety of loations, but we must pay for eah ahe opened. One wehave seleted ahes to open, we alloate pages and users to ahes, optimizing the weighted sumof average user-to-ahe distane with the ost of opening the ahes. While this problem mightseem more diÆult than Page-Plaement beause of the additional deision to open ahes, itturns out we an attain better performane beause we are allowed to open multiple ahes atthe same loation. This problem is related to apaitated faility loation [18, 9℄, with additionalonstraints reated by the limited size of ahe memory. Our LP-rounding algorithm provides a13:325 approximation on the total ost while guaranteeing that no ahe exeeds its ahe memoryor its threshold number of users.Third, we onsider the problem of minimizingMaximum-Lateny. We suppose that we haveC ahes plaed at �xed loations in a network, and we wish to ahe pages to minimize the1



distane between any user and the losest ahe ontaining the page the user requests. For thisproblem, we assume that any ahe an serve an arbitrary number of users. This is a variant ofPage-Plaement where we are interested in maximum distane rather than average distane, andis losely related to the k-enter problem [7℄. We show how to guarantee that lateny is withina fator of 6 of optimal, while exeeding ahe memories by at most a fator of 2.Finally, we mention various straightforward extensions of our algorithms, aounting for situa-tions where pages have di�erent memory sizes, where users have di�erent bandwidth demands, andwhere we need to guarantee that pages have small lateny of update. None of these situations wille�et our performane bounds. We also show how our algorithms an exploit eonomies of sale inahe ost, i.e., the ost of the ahes grow sub-linearly with the ahe apaity.1.1 Previous WorkPrevious theoretial work on web ahing [6, 1, 8℄ has foussed on online page replaement poliies.We di�er from these works in that we assume pages are statially ahed in ertain ahes, andwe know the steady state aess patterns for these pages by di�erent users. Our algorithms aretherefore o�ine, and need to be run only when there is a signi�ant shift in usage patterns. Therehas been some previous work on adapting existing online single ahe replaement poliies tomultiple ahes [11, 12℄, but these approahes work only for ertain lasses of networks. Theperformane of our approah is independent of the network topology, and the number of users andpages.The problems we solve and the tehniques we use are losely related to three di�erent typesof problems. The problem of paking pages into ahes so that apaity onstraints of the ahesare satis�ed is similar in avor to overing and paking problems [15, 19, 13℄. The standard teh-nique used for solving these problems is randomized rounding [14℄. The Generalized AssignmentProblem(GAP) [17℄ is a speial paking problem for whih onstant approximations are known.The problem of plaing ahes in a network and deiding how many times and where to repliatethe pages is similar to the lassial faility loation and k-median problems [10, 18℄. The algorithmsin [18, 3, 9℄ give eÆient onstant fator algorithms to the faility loation problem, while thealgorithms in [4, 9, 3℄ give a onstant approximation to the k-median problem.Finally, we also onsider senarios in whih we take advantage of eonomies of sale while buyingand plaing ahes. This is related to the buy-at-bulk network design problem [16℄. The failityloation algorithm in [9℄ gives a 4-approximation for the ase where the failities have apaitiesand we an plae multiple faility opies at any loation.1.2 Organization of the PaperThe next setion presents the Page-Plaement problem, where the ahe loations are �xed.The main tehnique here is randomized rounding of an LP after onsolidating user demands atahe loations. We augment the LP by a utting plane to improve the quality of approximation.In Setion 3, we present the Cahe-Plaement problem and give a onstant approximation forit. Our tehnique involves appliations of the �ltering tehnique in [10℄ ombined with new ideas.We show how we an extend the framework to inorporate eonomies of sale in Appendix C. InSetion 4, we present the Maximum-Lateny problem and give a onstant approximation forit. Our tehnique here involves a two stage rounding of an LP, where we ensure the �rst stagerounding preserves the feasibility of the LP. The two rounding stages use tehniques from [18℄and [17℄ respetively. We onlude by mentioning extensions and open problems.
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2 The Page-Plaement ProblemWe are given a set P of pages, and a set C of ahes. The ahes are plaed at known loations inthe network represented by a graph G(V;E) with a distane(lateny) funtion d(e) on the edges.Eah user in the network requests a page. We must assign pages and users to ahes, guaranteeingthat at most apu users and at most app pages are assigned to any one ahe. We must alsoguarantee that if a user is assigned to a ahe, the page he requested is present at that ahe.Given these restritions, we wish to minimize the sum over users of the distane along the networkfrom the user to his assigned ahe.Our algorithm will obtain within onstant fators of the optimal distane sum, while guaran-teeing at most O(log jCj)apu users and O(log jCj)app pages on eah ahe. Sine the algorithm israndomized, we will obtain these bounds to high probability; repeated exeutions of the algorithmmakes the probabilities arbitrarily good.2.1 AlgorithmFirst, we assign users to ahes without exeeding apu users on any ahe, ignoring the page bound.This is simply a min-ost ow problem, and we an solve it exatly. Sine ignoring the page boundan only help our ost, we guarantee ost1 � OPT .We now merge users who were mapped to the same ahe and request the same page. Thisgives us a total of jCj � jP j users, eah with a \size" equal to the number of real users it represents.These sizes are between 1 and apu, sine no more than apu users were mapped to any ahe. Wede�ne U to be this new weighted set of users. We let W (u) represent the \size" of user u , andd(u; ) represent the distane between user u and ahe . G(u) represents the fration by whihuser u reeives from ahe , while I(p) represents the fration of page p present in ahe . Callthe page wanted by user u page pu. We will solve the linear relaxation of the following integerprogram: MinimizeXu X G(u)W (u)d(u; )G(u) � I(pu) 8u 2 U;  2 CPG(u) = 1 8u 2 UPp I(p) � app 8 2 CPuW (u)G(u) � apu 8 2 CPu:pu=pW (u)G(u) � apuI(p) 8p 2 P;  2 CG(u); I(p) 2 f0; 1g 8u 2 U;  2 C; p 2 PNote that the onstraint Pu:pu=pW (u)G(u) � apuI(p) is a utting plane required to makethe rounding sheme outlined below go through.Suppose we assign eah page to the ahes where the optimal solution plaes the page. We thenmap eah user frationally bak to the loations from whih the requests originated, and from thereto their optimal ahes. It follows that fra � OPT + ost1, where fra represents the ost of thefrational solution to this linear program.We all our optimal frational solution to this program G� and I� . We sale these variables asfollows. ID (p) = min(1; 2I� (p))If d(u; ) � 2PG�(u)d(u; ) then GD (u) = 0, otherwise GD (u) = min(1; 2G�(u)).This saling removes long-distane paths from onsideration, while exeeding the apaity equa-tions by at most a fator of two. We now sale again in preparation for randomized rounding.3



� IS (p) = min(1; 2(log jCj)ID (p))� GS (u) =min(1; 2(log jCj)GD (u)ID (pu)IS (pu) )We now perform a randomized rounding on these saled variables. Notie that all the variableswill be rounded independently.� IR (p) = 1 with probability equal to IS (p).� GR (u) = 1 with probability equal to GS (u)=ID (pu).Finally, we eliminate G variables whih would send a user to a ahe whih does not have thepage he's looking for, yielding:� IF (p) = IR (p)� GF (u) = IR (pu)GR (u).These �nal values for GF (u) are not independent, sine if two users want the same page fromthe same ahe, they will both have the same IR (p) term in their formula. Some users may nothave been assigned to any ahe (G(u) = 0 for all ). These users will be assigned to the losestahe; of ourse this is the ahe where they were plaed in the �rst stage of the algorithm. If theproper page is not in the ahe, we will plae it there. Clearly this algorithm assigns every user toa ahe, and makes sure that eah ahe has the orresponding page for the users assigned there.We will show in the next setion that the total ost is within a onstant fator of optimum, andthat no apaity (in terms of pages or users) is exeeded by more than O(log jCj).2.2 AnalysisWe will begin by proving that most users are satis�ed in the LP-rounding stage, leaving a relativelysmall number of users to be satis�ed in the �nal stage by sending them to their loal ahe.Lemma 1. For any hoie of user, u 2 U , Pr[PGF (u) = 0℄ < e=jCj.Proof. Refer Appendix AWe note that for users desiring di�erent pages, the deision as to where to send those users isindependent.Lemma 2. For users u1; u2 desiring di�erent pages, the values of the random variables G(u1) =PGF (u1) and G(u2) =PGF (u2) are independent.We ontinue to prove that the probability of plaing a lot of pages on a single ahe in theLP-rounding stage is small. This indiates that, with high probability, the LP-rounding part of thealgorithm does not exeed page apaity bounds on ahes by too muh.Lemma 3. For any ahe  2 C, Pr[Pp IF (p) > (6 log jCj)app℄ < 1=jCj2.Proof. Refer Appendix A.We also need to prove that the additional pages added to ahes by the �nal stage of thealgorithm don't ause us to overow page apaities by too muh. This depends on our previouslemmas indiating that most pages were satis�ed by the LP-rounding and the satisfying of userswanting di�erent pages is independent. 4



Lemma 4. The probability that there exists a ahe with more than (3e+ 6)(log jCj)app pages inthe �nal assignment is at most (1=jCj) + (1=jCj5).Proof. Consider the pages assigned to ahes during the �nal step of the algorithm. Originally, weassigned at most jP j pages to eah ahe. Lemma 1 proves at most e=jCj probability to remainunsatis�ed after the LP rounding phase. Whether eah page remains is, aording to lemma 2, anindependent Bernoulli variable. The expeted number of pages remaining is jP je=jCj � e(app)sine there must be enough spae to plae eah page on some ahe. Let X be the number of pagesassigned to ahe  in the last step.Using Cherno� bounds, and assuming that app > 2 log jCj, for any given ahe we have Xpages assigned in the last step:Pr[X > e(3 log jCj)app℄ < (e2=27)3e log jCj < 1=jCj6Now applying lemma 3, the probability that any given ahe has at least (3e + 6)(log jCj)apppages is bounded above by (1=jCj2) + (1=jCj6). The probability that some ahe has at least thatmany pages is bounded by (1=jCj) + (1=jCj5).We also need to show that we don't overow the apaities based on the number of users bytoo muh. We �rst show that the LP-rounding part of the algorithm is unlikely to ause more thanO(log jCj) overow.Lemma 5. For any ahe  2 C, Pr[PuW (u)GF (u) > (18 log jCj)apu℄ � (1=jCj2) + (1=jCj6).Proof. We divide the users into users wanting di�erent pages. We de�ne S(p) to be the sum overusers wanting page p of W (u)GR (u). It follows that PuW (u)GF (u) = Pp S(p)IR (p). We knowfrom the utting plane equation that for any hosen page where IS (p) < 1, E[S(p)℄ � 2apu.Suppose we assign the random values of IR (p). What is the new expeted value, based on thehoie of GR (p), for the sum, ignoring pages for whih IS (p) = 1? This expeted value is a sumof independent Bernoulli variables, eah of whih is at most 2apu. The expeted value (based onhoies of I) of this expeted value is at most 2apu. Using Cherno� bounds, the probability thatthis expeted value is above (4 log jCj)apu is at most 1=jCj2 for large jCj. The sum of S(p) whereIS (p) < 1 has expeted value at most (2 log jCj)apu. Given that the overall expeted value is below(6 log jCj)apu, we now determine the values for W (u)GR (u). Sine eah weight is at most apu,this is a sum of bounded Bernoulli variables. It follows that the probability of this sum exeeding(18 log jCj)apu is at most (e2=27)6 log jCj � 1=jCj6. The overall probability that a given ahe servesmore than (18 log jCj)apu users is bounded by (1=jCj2) + (1=jCj6).We notie that at most apu weight of users are assigned to a ahe in the �nal stage, even ifall users from the �rst stage are assigned there. It follows that the total number of users assignedto a ahe are at most those assigned by randomized rounding plus apu. Applying lemma 5 givesus:Lemma 6. The probability that there exists a ahe with more than (1 + 18 log jCj)apu users inthe �nal assignment is at most (1=jCj) + (1=jCj5).What's the overall hane that \something goes wrong" when we run this algorithm? We de�ne\something" to be overowing either the user apaity or the page apaity on some ahe by morethan O(log jCj). We ombine the results of lemma 4 and lemma 6 to get that the hane of thisourring is polynomially small.Theorem 1. The probability that there exists a ahe with more than (3e + 6)(log jCj)app pagesor more than (1 + 18 log jCj)apu users in the �nal assignment is at most (2=jCj) + (2=jCj5).5



Finally, we show that the total ost of our solution is good. This will hold regardless of therandom hoies made.Theorem 2. The total ost is at most �ve times optimal.Proof. The distane from the �rst stage of the algorithm is at most optimal. The LP-rounding stageguarantees that a user an only be sent to a ahe within a fator of two of its average distane inthe frational optimal; thus the rounded solution we get has at most twie the total distane of thefrational optimal whih is at most twie the optimal distane. The �nal stage of the algorithmsimply plaes users in ahes to whih they've already been moved, inurring no extra distane.Overall total distane is at most �ve times optimal.We've shown that the probability of violating a user or page apaity onstraint on some aheby more than O(log jCj) is polynomially small, while guaranteeing that the total distane is within5 times optimal. By repeating our randomized algorithm several times, we an guarantee that we�nd a \good" solution whih does not exeed any onstraint by more than O(log jCj).The main ideas in the rounding sheme are the onsolidation of users at the ahe loation usingmin-ost ow, the utting plane equation to guarantee that the rounding of users does not blowup apaity onstraints and the bounding of the number of users left over after the randomizedrounding stage.2.3 Page-Plaement Without RepliationIf we impose the additional onstraint that eah page an be ahed exatly one, we an obtaina onstant fator approximation for Page-Plaement. We an formulate this as an extension ofthe Generalized Assignment Problem(GAP) [17℄ and obtain the following theorem.Theorem 3. We an solve Page-Plaement without page repliation to obtain the optimumlateny, provided the paking onstraints are violated by a fator of 4.Proof. Refer Appendix A.3 The Cahe-Plaement ProblemWe onsider the alternate problem where we need to selet loations for ahes on the network.We are given a set P of pages and a set L of possible ahe loations. Eah user in the networkrequests a page. We must hoose ahes to open, assign pages to open ahes, and then assignusers to ahes whih are open and ontain the requested page. We must guarantee that the totalnumber of pages assigned to any open ahe is at most app and the total number of users assignedto any open ahe is at most apu. We wish to minimize the sum over users of the distane fromuser to assigned ahe, plus the sum over open ahes of the ost of opening the ahe. We allthis problem Cahe-Plaement. Our algorithm obtains a onstant-approximation.Intuitively, this problem is easier than Page-Plaement beause we are allowed to plaemultiple ahes at a single loation. This means we an overow apaity in a few loations by alot, instead of having to make sure no loation overows apaity by more than a log fator.3.1 AlgorithmWe de�ne x to be the ost of plaing a ahe, and d(u; ) to be the distane from user u to loation. We let pu represent the page requested by user u. We de�ne O to be the number of aheswe open at loation , I(p) is one if page p is plaed at loation , and G(u) is one if user u issatis�ed from loation . We solve the linear relaxation of the following integer program:6



MinimizeXu X G(u)d(u; ) +X xOG(u) � I(pu) 8u 2 U;  2 CI(p) � O 8p 2 P;  2 CPG(u) = 1 8u 2 UPp I(p) � appO 8 2 CPuG(u) � apuO 8 2 CG(u); I(p) 2 f0; 1g 8u 2 U; p 2 P;  2 CO 2 Z+ [ f0g 8 2 CIf we were to restrit all variables to be integer, then the optimal solution of the integer programis equal to the optimal problem solution. Suppose our frational solution has total distane d =PuPG(u)d(u; ) and opens k =PO ahes. We know that d+ xk � OPT .It is useful to have omparable distanes between a user and the ahes from whih his demandis satis�ed. We desribe a rounding sheme whih an guarantee suh a ondition. We use the�ltering tehnique of Lin and Vitter [10℄.Lemma 7. Given a frational solution with k ahes and total distane d, we an produe a newfrational solution whih guarantees that if d(u; ) > �PG(u)d(u; ), then G0(u) = 0. This newsolution guarantees that O0 � O for all  2 L. The new frational solution uses at most ���1kahes and has total distane at most d.Proof. Refer Appendix B.We now explain how to round a frational solution to guarantee that the O variables are allintegral, while losing at most a onstant fator on the ost funtion.Lemma 8. Suppose we have a frational solution whih guarantees that if G(u) > 0 then d(u; ) ��f(u) (for some funtion f), we an produe a new frational solution in whih all O are eitherzero or at least one. This solution uses at most 2 times the number of ahes in the given solution,and guarantees that if G(u) > 0 then d(u; ) � 3�f(u). This of ourse also guarantees totaldistane at most 3�Pu f(u).Proof. We onsider user u0 with the minimum value of f(u0). Some fration of this user's demandis satis�ed by ahes whih are less than half open (P:O<0:5G(u0)). If this fration is less thanone half, we set all those G(u0) to zero. This an only derease the total distane; note that theuser still has PG(u0) � 0:5; all other LP equations still hold. Otherwise, we selet a ahe 0suh that d(u0; 0) is minimum. We lose every ahe  6= 0 with O < 0:5 and G(u0) > 0. Thepages ontained in these ahes and the users satis�ed by the ahes are moved to 0. We thus setG0(u) =P:losedG(u) +G0(u) for all u, and I0(p) =P:losed I(p) + I0(p) for all p. In orderto aommodate the inreased number of pages and users, we also set O0 = P:losedO + O0 .Notie that O0 � P:O<0:5G(u0) � 0:5. This modi�ed solution still satis�es all LP equationswhih were previously satis�ed. The total PO remains unhanged. The total distane for thenew solution has inreased. However, eah u;  pair whih was moved to ahe 0 had its distaneinreased by at most the sum of the distane from u0 to the original ahe with the distane fromu0 to the 0. This is an inrease of at most 2�f(u0). Sine we seleted the user with minimumf(u0), this means that no path inreases by more than 2�f(u) for the relevant user u.We ontinue this proess for eah user, in order from least f(u) to most. No path is ever hangedmore than one (after one hange, it goes to a ahe whih is at least half open). Moving a path7



inreases its length by at most 2�f(u). When we drop G(u) values to zero, we note that the pathswe keep have length at most 3�f(u). We double the values of I(p) and O in order to sale up theG(u) values to sum to one. Our �nal solution satis�es all equations with total distane at most3�Pu f(u) and at most 2 times the ahes of the previously given frational solution. Supposewe have some ahe loation with O < 1. It follows that before doubling, we had O < 0:5. Ifany user has G(u) > 0, then we would have either set G(u) = 0 or else O > 0:5 would havebeen guaranteed. It follows that G(u) = 0 for all users, so we may as well lose the ahe and setO = 0.We now have a solution where the O are at least one, but the variables need not be integer.We show how to round to get O and I(p) variables to be integers.Lemma 9. Given a frational solution whih guarantees that all O are zero or at least one, andthat if G(u) > 0 then d(u; ) � 3�f(u), we an produe a new solution whih satis�es all equationsexept PuG(u) � apuO and in whih all O and I(p) are integer. This solution uses at most 2times the number of ahes in the previous solution and has total distane at most 9�Pu f(u).Proof. We onsider user u0 with the minimum value of f(u0). We let p0 be the page requested bythis user. If there exists a ahe 0 with G0(u0) > 0 and I0(p0) = 1, then we set G0(u0) = 1and redue G(u0) to zero for all other ahes  6= 0. Otherwise, we hoose 0 to be the losestahe to user u0. We remove all partial opies of page p0 from ahes with G(u0) > 0, settingI(p0) = 0 at these ahes. We set G0(u0) = I0(p0) = 1. We also move all the other users whihwere retrieving page p0 from one of the ahes whih no longer has the page, so that they areretrieving p0 from 0. This step may inrease the distane along those paths. However, these otherusers have f(u) � f(u0), so the maximum possible inrease of the distane is bounded by 6�f(u).We ontinue this proess for eah user, from least f(u) to most. No path is ever hanged morethan one (after one hange, it goes to a ahe whih has the full page). Moving a path inreases itslength by at most 6�f(u). When we drop G(u) values to zero, we note that the path we keep haslength at most 9�f(u). By setting O to the sum over pages of I(p)=app, we guarantee that pagesdon't overow bounds. Sine the total ofPPp I(p) has not hanged, we know that this solutiondoes not inrease the number of ahes. However, we still may not have satis�ed I(p) � O and westill have frational O values. We round up all frations to orret this problem. This introduesat most one extra ahe at eah loation where the previous solution had O > 0. However, theprevious solution had O � 1 in these loations, so we end up at most doubling the previous numberof ahes. Our �nal solution satis�es all equations exept PuG(u) � apuO with total distaneat most 9�Pu f(u) and at most 2 times the ahes of the previously given frational solution.Combining the rounding shemes given above, we an obtain an integer solution with ost atmost a onstant fator more than the frational, while guaranteeing O and I(p) variables areintegral. We show how to �nish the rounding by guaranteeing integer G(u).Theorem 4. We an �nd a onstant-approximation to Cahe-Plaement.Proof. We apply the rounding tehniques of lemma 7, lemma 8, and lemma 9 in order. Thisprodues a solution with at most 4 ���1k ahes and total distane at most 9�d. However, we failedto satisfy the equation PuG(u) � apuO. We notie that the original frational solution musthave had k � jU j=apu. We set G(u) = 1 for the ahe  whih minimizes d(u; ) subjet toI(pu) = 1. We an introdue at most k additional ahes to over for the overows of apu. Our�nal solution, satisfying all equations, has at most (1 + 4 ���1 )k ahes and total distane at most9�d. We set the two approximation ratios to be equal and solve for � = 14+p16018 . This yields a13:325 approximation to OPT. 8



3.2 Cahe-Plaement without Page RepliationUsing similar tehniques to those used in Setion 2.3, but with a apaitated faility loationalgorithm [9℄ instead of GAP, we an obtain an 8-approximation to the problem when eah page isahed exatly one.4 The Maximum-Lateny ProblemIn this variant of Page-Plaement, we are given C ahes plaed at �xed loations in a network,eah of whih an hold app pages. There is no user bound on the ahes. There are N users whowish to aess one or more of P distint pages. Page p has maximum lateny of aess Lp. We wishto ahe the pages so that any user aessing page p sees a lateny of at most Lp. As before, weassume that eah user has demand for only one page. We all this problem Maximum-Lateny.We model this problem in two stages. In the �rst stage, we open failities for eah page androute the user demands to the failities. In the next stage, we route the failities to the C ahes.Let M(p; i) denote whether we open a faility for page p at loation i 2 F . If we open a failityhere, let us denote it as (p; i). Let Gi(u) denote whether user u aesses its page pu from faility(pu; i). Let I(p; i) denote whether we pak (p; i) in ahe  2 F . Let pu denote the page aessedby user u.We an write an integer program for Maximum-Lateny as follows:PFi=1Gi(u) = 1 8uGi(u) � M(pu; i) 8u; id(i; u) > Lpu ) Gi(u) = 0 8u; iPF=1 I(p; i) � M(p; i) 8i; pPPp=1PFi=1 I(p; i) � app 8d(i; ) > Lp ) I(p; i) = 0 8p; i; Gi(u);M(p; i); I(p; i) 2 f0; 1gNote that the optimal solution is a feasible solution of this integer program where M(p; ) =I(p; ) = 1 if page p is in ahe , and G(u) = 1 if user u aesses page p = pu from ahe .We �rst solve the LP relaxation of the integer program to obtain a frational solution. Let usall the �rst three onstraints the faility loation onstraints and the next three onstraints theassignment onstraints. We now round Gi(u) and M(p; i) as a faility loation problem, and thenround the I(p; i) as a GAP problem [17℄.The �rst stage rounding sheme uses the faility loation onstraints and is outlined below:� Pik any frational Gi(u), and round up Gi(u) and the orresponding M(p; i) to 1, wherep = pu.� For all other failities q from whih user u frationally obtains page p, set M(p; q) to 0. Ifuser l had Gq(l) > 0, set Gi(l) = 1 and Gq(l) = 0.� If any Gi(u) remains un-rounded, goto step 1.In [18℄, it is shown that this rounding sheme guarantees that the lateny in user u going tofaility (p; i) is no more than 3Lp. Furthermore, the total frational value of all failities (p; q),inluding (p; i) in step 2 of the algorithm is at least 1, guaranteeing that we open no more than theoptimum number of failities per page. 9



The assignment onstraints e�etively pak the frational M(p; i) into the ahes. Note thatthe �rst stage rounding transfers the frational value M(p; q) at faility (p; q) to a value of one atfaility (p; i) in step 2.We set I(p; i) = Pq I(p; q) + I(p; i) and I(p; q) = 0 for all (p; q) rounded down to 0 in step2. The resulting values form a feasible solution to the assignment onstraints, provided that thelateny bound for page p is 3Lp instead of Lp.Note now that the assignment onstraints are just a GAP problem. Demand point (p; i) hassize 1, and the paking apaities are app. This an be rounded using the tehnique in [17℄ sothat the ahe size is inreased by a fator of 2 and the lateny in this stage 3Lp for page p. Wetherefore obtain the following theorem:Theorem 5. We an solve Maximum-Lateny so that the lateny for page p is no more than6Lp while inreasing the ahe size by a fator of 2.We note that for the Cahe-Plaement version of this problem, the tehniques in Setion 3give a 4 approximation on the ahe plaement ost, provided the lateny bound for page p is 9Lp.5 ExtensionsIn the previous setions we ignored many parameters for simpliity. We an easily extend thealgorithms mentioned to handle di�erent page sizes, as well as apaity onstraints based on userdemands. The approximation ratios remain the same. Furthermore, if request patterns vary tem-porally, we an solve one instane for eah time period where the pattern is �xed (say for example,one instane for aesses during mornings, one for weekends, et).5.1 Update LatenyIn addition to ensuring that users see small lateny in page aess, many pages need to have smalllateny of update. To model this, we assume we have a server for every page whih updates theopies of the page in the ahes. Page p has a lateny of update Jp. We have to plae the pages sothat both the user lateny bounds and the update lateny are satis�ed.It is an easy exerise to see that the approximation bounds for Page-Plaement, Cahe-Plaement and Maximum-Lateny are the same with this additional onstraint. The serverlateny bound Jp for page p an be exatly satis�ed. The basi idea is to have the additionalonstraint that if the distane from the server to the ahed opy of page p is more than Jp, thenI(p) = 0.5.2 Eonomies of SaleIn Appendix C, we present an algorithm for Cahe-Plaement when we have ahes of di�erentapaities and osts, and the ost grows sub-linearly with apaity.6 Open ProblemsMany interesting problems arise from the ahing framework desribed above. One diretion is toask if there is a lower bound on the blowup in ahe apaity required in Page-Plaement, or ifwe an algorithmially obtain a onstant blowup. Another interesting diretion is to inorporatebandwidth onstraints on the links into the model. Finally, from an implementation point of view,it would be interesting to ome up with more pratial shemes than the ones mentioned here whihare based on solving linear programs. 10
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A Proofs for Setion 2A.1 Lemma 1For a partiular user, the GF (u) variables are independent from ahe to ahe. Their sum isa sum of independent 0 � 1 Bernoulli variables. If for some ahe, GS (u) = 1, then we knowIS (pu) = 1 and after rounding we will guarantee that the sum over ahes is at least one. AssumingGS (u) is not equal to one for any ahe, we know that GF (u) = IR (u)GR (u) = 1 with probability2(log jCj)GD (u). This means that either the sum is always at least one or else the sum has expetedvalue at least � = 2 log jCj. We apply Cherno� bounds to get:Pr[X GF (u) < (1� Æ)�℄ < exp(��Æ2=2)where in this ase � = 2 log jCj and Æ = 1� (1=2 log jCj). Solving the inequality yields:Pr[X GF (u) < 1℄ < exp(��Æ2=2) < e=jCjA.2 Lemma 3The sum Pp IF (p) is a sum of independent 0 � 1 Bernoulli variables. The expeted value of thissum is at most (2 log jCj)app. Using Cherno� bounds:Pr[Xp IF (p) > (6 log jCj)app℄ < (e2=27)2 log jCj < 1=jCj2:A.3 Theorem 3For page p, let W (p) denote the total user size for that page and d(p; ) denote the total lateny ofaessing this page if it is ahed in ahe . If I(p) denotes whether we ahe page p in ahe ,then the resulting integer program is shown below.Min. PXp=1 CX=1W (p)d(p; )I(p)PC=1 I(p) = 1 8pPPp=1 I(p) � app 8PPp=1W (p)I(p) � apu 8I(p) 2 f0; 1gLet M(p) = 1app + W (p)apu . We replae the two paking onstraints for eah ahe  by thefollowing single onstraint: PPi=1M(p)I(p) � 2 8Note that the optimum solution satis�es the new paking onstraint. With this new pakingonstraint, the problem redues to the Generalized Assignment Problem (GAP) [17℄, and we anround the ost optimally, while violating the paking onstraint by a fator of 2. This means thatthe original paking onstraints are satis�ed, provided we blow up the apu and the app by a fatorof 4. i



B Proofs for Setion 3B.1 Lemma 7For every ahe loation  and user u, we set G0(u) = 0 if d(u; ) > �PG(u)d(u; ). Otherwisewe set G0(u) = G(u). Notie that we have PG0(u) � 1� 1� . We next sale G0(u) by multiplyingit by 1=PG0(u). Sine we have only disarded the longest-distane ahes, the total distane forthis new set of G0(u) annot be more than the distane in the original frational solution. However,we may have G0(u) > I(pu). Sine no G0(u) exeeds the old (pre-rounding) value by more than afator of ���1 , we an set I 0(p) = min(1; ���1I(p)) and O0 = ���1O. This inreases the number ofahes to ���1k. All the linear program onstraints are satis�ed.C Utilizing Eonomies of Sale for Cahe-PlaementAs in the Cahe-Plaement problem, we are given a set P of pages and a set L of possible aheloations. Eah user in the network requests a page. We must hoose ahes to open, assign pagesto open ahes, and then assign users to ahes whih are open and ontain the requested page.We are given ahes of K types. A ahe of type i has ost xi, page apaity appi and userapaity apui.We must guarantee that the total number of pages assigned to any open ahe of type i is atmost appi and the total number of users assigned to it is at most apui. We wish to minimize thesum over users of the distane from user to assigned ahe, plus the sum over open ahes of theost of opening the ahe. Our algorithm obtains a O(K) approximation.We reate K opies of eah loation , one for eah ahe type, and treat them as distintloations. Note that the ahe ost and apaity depend on loation now. We �rst solve a linearrelaxation of the following integer program (the variables have the same meaning as before):MinimizeXu X G(u)d(u; ) +X xOG(u) � I(pu) 8u 2 U;  2 CI(p) � O 8p 2 P;  2 CPG(u) = 1 8u 2 UPp I(p) � appO 8 2 CPuG(u) � apuO 8 2 CG(u); I(p) 2 f0; 1g 8u 2 U; p 2 P;  2 CO 2 Z+ [ f0g 8 2 CThe rounding sheme follows the sheme for Cahe-Plaement, but with some modi�ations.Firstly, for eah user, we identify the ahe type that sinks in most of its demand, and send all itsdemand there. This inreases the ost of the solution by at most a fator K. Now, no user goes tomore than one ahe type.For eah ahe type, we round the frational solution separately using the rounding sheme forCahe-Plaement. The resulting integer solution is within a fator of 13:325 from the frationalsolution before rounding. We therefore have a O(K) approximation for the problem.
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